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Hopi call for Prayer to restore balance in Japan and Mother Earth
                   

The Hopi are praying for the people of Japan and for the people around the
world as we face crisis in our world out of balance.        

We are all in a time of great change upon mother earth and these events
have been foretold by our Elders. Through our Prophecies and our 
Ceremonies the sacred land of this earth is now crying. And our children 
are looking to Hopi to balance life for their future. 

Our Elders have give us guidance for how to move through these changes.
Humanity is now choosing the path upon which all life will follow and we
have known this time would come. 

As Hopi, we ask you to join us in prayer to balance mother earth and all
life. We believe that, through our prayers and that if we pray with good
hearts as told by our Elders, we can lessen the impact of these events. 

We as Hopi join our prayers with those of the Dalai Lama along with
people from around the world to send healing to Japan, the earth and all
life. In this time of change, we ask all the people of the world to return to a
more balanced way of life. 

Hopi say there is a path to follow that allows for us to move through this
time of change. Walk gently upon our earth with respect for her and all life.
A return to connecting our heart with the heart of the path to the future. 

Join your hearts to Hopi in honoring our Mother Earth by planting gardens,
respecting our Sacred life giving waters and all life for future generations 
of our children. 

Kwak wha , Lolmani (Thank you, may there be good things in the future.) 
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